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NON-LTE POPULATION PROBABILITIES OF THE EXCITED IONIC LEVELS IN A 

STEADY STATE PLASMA^ 

D. Salzmann 

A complete-steady-state (CSS) model for the charge state dis

tribution and the ionic levels population probabilities of ions in 

hot, non-LTE plasmas was developed. The following properties of 

this model were described: (•£) it was shown that CSS covers LTE 

and corona equilibrium (CE) in the high and low electron density 

regimes, respectively, (•£•£) an explicit expression was found for 

the low electron density asymptotic behavior of the population 

probabilities, (£•£•£) it was shown that at intermediate density 

regions the CSS model predicts results similar to that of the 

quasi-steady-state model, (iv) new validity limits were derived 

for LTE and CE, (u) the population distribution of the excited 

levels was revised, (ui) an analytical expression was found for 

the high electron density asymptotic behavior of the population 

distribution, (vii.) the influence of the radiation reabsorption 

in a spherically symmetric CSS plasma was discussed and, (uiii) the 

effect of the inaccuracies in the rate-coefficients on the results 

of CSS calculations was evaluated. 
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THE DETECTION OF PARAMETRIC INSTABILITY THROUGH 2w EMISSION FROM HIGH 

INTENSITY LASER-PLASMA INTERACTION 

S. Eliezer, S. Jackel, B. Arad, Y. Gazit, H.M. Loebenstein and A. Zigier 

Results obtained from experiments performed indicate that para

metric instabilities exist in the high intensity regime of laser-

plasma interaction. The measurements were made using 1.06 um pulses of 

3 nsec duration with irradiances in the domain 10 - 10 W/cm . 

Principle diagnostics consisted of 2a> spectroscopy, 2u calorimetry and 
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fast ion measurements. At a threshold of approximately 2x10 W/cm 

all of the diagnostics show characteristic behavior of an instability. 

The 2to spectra contained an additional re-shifted component which is 
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found to vary with (Z/A) z as predicted for a parametric instability 

involving ion acoustic waves. As expected from an instability, the 

2o) intensity increased rapidly above the threshold. Moreover, charge 

collector measurements show an extra fast ion component (that appears 

at the same threshold as the red-shifted 2ta light) and its magnitude 

shows a fast increase with laser irradiance. This "hardening" of the 

fast ion spectra indicates that the observed process is an absorptive 

instability. We can explain the data by including the effect of 

ponderomotive forces on the waves that couple parametrically. 

INTERACTION OF UNRESOLVED TRANSITION ARRAYS IN SOFT X-RAY SPECTRA FROM 

LASER PRODUCED SPECTRA OF HIGHLY IONIZED HEAVY ATOMS^ 
* * 

A. Zigler, Y. Gazit, S. Jackel, N. Spector, M. Klapisch , P. Mandelbaum , 

J. Bauche and C. Bauche-Arnoult 

When heavy elements are highly ionized in hot plasmas their 

ground configuration often involves an open 3d shell. This gives 
(2) 

rise to unresolved transition arrays or "bands' . We obtained 

such spectra for fifth row atoms (e.g. Ag) in laser produced plasma. 

Usual methods of line identification are useless in this case. We 

used a new statistical description of unresolved arrays, based on 

evaluation of the variance of the square of the Hamiltonian, to compute 

the mean wavelengths and spectral width of these arrays. This permits 

identification of ionization stages. The agreement between theory 

and experiment makes possible an evaluation of the effective Z of 

the plasma without complex atomic computation. 
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